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INTRODUCTION
Community fitness is commonly measured thru manner of 
method of Geographical Information Systems and Demographic 
statistics. Geographic Information Systems may be used to out-
line sub-groups while community region statistics isn’t enough. 
Traditionally Community fitness has been measured the utili-
zation of sampling statistics which became into then in com-
parison to famous statistics sets, much like the National Health 
Interview Survey or National Health and Nutrition Examination 
Survey. With technological development, facts structures ought 
to shop greater statistics for small-scale groups, cities, and 
towns; in desire to census statistics that best generalize facts 
approximately small populations based totally on the general 
population.

DESCRIPTION
Geographical Information Systems can deliver greater specific 
facts approximately network resources, even at community lev-
els. The ease of use of Geographic Information Systems advanc-
es in multilevel statistics, and spatial evaluation strategies make 
it much less complicated for researchers you purchased and 
generate statistics related with the constructed environment. 
Each network is exceptional and must create its personal Com-
munity Health Improvement Process additionally noted as CHIP. 
A CHIP is composed of hassle identity and prioritization cycle 
alongside side an evaluation and implementation cycle. Five 
techniques that help the CHIP manner are enhancing network 
fitness and well-being; network involvement, political commit-
ment; healthful public policy; multi-sectoral collaboration; and 
asset-based totally network development. An asset-based total-
ly technique entails empowering people and groups thru man-
ner of method of that specialize in network strengths alongside 
side the abilities of the people.

The CDC makes states that Individuals who’re in good bodily 
shape, have proper vaccination, have get access to scientific of-
ferings and medications, and understand wherein to get vital 
fitness and emergency alert facts create a higher network than 
the ones who’ve terrible fitness and don’t apprehend wherein 
to get proper remedy and medicine. The Problem identity and 
prioritization cycle have 3 levels that assist gain the network 
that is forming a fitness coalition, amassing and studying statis-
tics for fitness profile, and figuring out vital fitness issues. The 
facts this is amassed is likewise allotted to the network to assist 
with vital decision-making. As an element of the settlement, 
Community Health Systems became into required to move into 
proper into a company integrity settlement that required the 
corporation to take element in compliance efforts. It became 
into said on August 18, 2014 that hackers broke into Commu-
nity Health System’s statistics gadget and stole statistics on 4.5 
million sufferers. These statistics covered names, Social Security 
numbers, bodily addresses, birthdays and phone numbers. CHS 
furnished all sufferers whose statistics had been impacted with 
loose identification robbery protection. On February 2, 2015, 
Community Health Systems became into required to pay $ 75 
million to settle allegations “that they made unlawful donations 
to county governments to attain greater federal bucks beneath 
now-discontinued matching program”.

CONCLUSION
The allegations had been added approximately thru manner of 
method of a former CHS worker in a grievance beneath the False 
Claims Act. In October 2015, Community Health Systems paid $ 
13 million to America Department of Justice to solve allegations 
related with the False Claims Act. After CHS agreed in 2015 to 
promote Memorial Hospital of Salem County in New Jersey to 
Prime Healthcare Foundation, a non-profit affiliated with Prime 
Healthcare Services; the sale became into accredited thru man-
ner of method of New Jersey in early February 2017.
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